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Abstract: Smart home, as a typical Internet of Things (IoT) application, provides people with a variety
of conveniences. Unfortunately, it may suffer from security and privacy issues. Currently, blockchain
theory is considered as one of the potential solutions to the IoT security problem. However, according
to the rules of blockchain, it requires large storage to store distributed ledgers and undertakes long
latency caused by proof of work (PoW), which cannot be performed by resource-constrained IoT
devices. To address the issue, we propose a classification-based blockchain architecture with a
hierarchical PoW mechanism, which can reduce the storage consumption and decrease the latency. In
our architecture, we divide IoT devices into several child nodes by data classification and convert the
data storage into partial network storage. Furthermore, we try to set the moderate-cost security grades
(SG) to adjust the difficulty of PoW for reduction of latency. Finally, comparing the performance
of our scheme with the traditional method and current technology, the proposed architecture not
only takes up less storage (i.e., almost 90% reduction) but also increases efficiency (i.e., almost 50%
running time saving) while ensuring safety.

Keywords: smart home; secure architecture; blockchain; storage efficiency; IoT

1. Introduction

The smart city refers to the use of various information technologies or innovative ideas
to build and optimize the urban management framework [1,2]. It usually integrates the
systems and services of the city to improve the efficiency of resource utilization and the
quality of citizens’ lives. In a sense, a smart city is the product of the rapid development of
information technology, the high-quality and sustainable development of modern cities.
As an important part of the smart city, the smart home, which is one of the applications
filed on the Internet of Things (IoT), has brought a new modern concept of people living
in recent years [3–5]. It integrates with a series of digital techniques that influence the
daily life of individuals [6]. As millions of devices are continuously being linked to the IoT
networks, how to keep IoT systems secure and avoid various kinds of malicious attacks is
an open issue and a matter of great concern [7–9]. Currently, a highly centralized security
framework is widely used for IoT due to its easy control. However, it is incompletely
suitable for IoT since a single central control node may be vulnerable by attackers [10].

One effective solution to protect the IoT network is to employ blockchain
technology [11–16]. Usually, blockchain is an open distributed digital ledger that maintains
a growing list of blocks one after another within a chain. Each block is added to the ledger
after mining, which is verified by the participating nodes. To mine a block, some specific
nodes called miners try to solve a time-consuming cryptographic problem known as proof
of work (PoW) [17]. This is how blockchain eliminates the need for trusted third parties
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through the distributed record preservation and verification system. Currently, blockchain-
based technology is widely used in various fields, such as smart education [18], smart
healthcare [19], smart home [12], etc.

Recently, there has been much research regarding secure IoT systems [20–23]. Dorri et al. [24]
propose a blockchain-based architecture for IoT devices that supports security and privacy.
However, it is not fully built on a distributed architecture due to the use of a central cloud
storage. Furthermore, they try to reduce the latency by removing the PoW consensus mech-
anism, but cannot prove whether it would withstand attacks performed by compromised
nodes [25]. Similarly, to eliminate the PoW mechanism, a blockchain-enabled architecture
of software-defined networking (SDN) controllers using a cluster structure with a new
routing protocol is proposed for resource-constrained IoT device scenarios [26]. It actually
uses public and private blockchains for peer to peer (P2P) communication between IoT
devices and SDN controllers. In order to improve the architecture (or features, e.g., struc-
ture, verification, storage) of the original blockchain, as shown in Table 1, Qu et al. [27]
propose a hypergraph-based blockchain model to reduce data storage, but cannot deal
with the long latency caused by PoW. Mohanty et al. [28] develop an integrated blockchain
model that includes a lightweight consensus algorithm, certificateless cryptography, and
distributed throughput management scheme. It generates an overlay network to assign
higher resources to a public blockchain to guarantee the dedicated security and privacy.
But this scheme seems a bit complex for smart home scenarios. We can see the existing
blockchain-based architecture for smart home devices face the challenge of imbalanced
security and efficiency [29]. It exposes the traditional highly centralized architecture to
huge security risks and vulnerabilities. Therefore, it is necessary to design a decentralized,
safe, and efficient blockchain-based smart home architecture for human living.

Table 1. Comparison of blockchain models.

Features
Description

Original Blockchain Hypergraph-Based Blockchain

Structure One chain Several subchains
Verification By node itself By other nodes

Storage One node one copy Partial nodes have a copy
Miners’ function PoW PoW and linear independence matrix

In this paper, we propose a classification-based blockchain architecture for smart
homes with a hierarchy-based PoW mechanism. In our architecture, we focus on reducing
storage for IoT devices while decreasing the latency caused by PoW in the condition
of acceptable security risks. The major contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows.

• To replace the high-risk centralized frameworks, we propose a classification-based
blockchain architecture for smart homes that stores data in a fully decentralized
way. In the architecture, we divide IoT devices into several child nodes by data
classification and convert the data storage into the partial network storage. It not only
helps decrease risks such as single point failure but also reduces almost 90% storage
for resource-constrained IoT devices.

• We design a moderate-cost hierarchical PoW mechanism, i.e., set different security
grades according to the security requirements, which can reduce the latency and the
security risks to an acceptable level. By experimenting, the proposed architecture can
help reduce running time by almost 50%.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the current problem
associated with centralized blockchain-based architectures. In Section 3, we design and
propose a new improved blockchain-based architecture that is a typically distributed mode.
Furthermore, we propose a hierarchical PoW mechanism to balance the performance of
security and computational complexity in Section 4. Experiments are conducted to further
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analyze the proposed scheme on storage, security, and latency in Section 5. Finally, we
conclude this paper in Section 6.

2. Problem Statement

In the traditional smart home, as shown in Figure 1, the architecture is so highly
centralized that the key node (i.e., control center) is located at the center of the IoT network
to control all the devices. However, it cannot always guarantee services availability because
it is vulnerable to a single point of failure and malicious attacks such as Sybil and DDoS
attacks [30]. Furthermore, the control center acts as the data switching station and the
interactive information is prone to eavesdropping under the transmission process. In order
to protect user privacy, we try to design a blockchain-based decentralized architecture for
the smart home.

Sweeper

Smart water meter

Projector

Tripod head

Smart watch

Smart phone

Figure 1. The traditional highly centralized smart home architecture.

The distributed ledger of the blockchain requires a full network accounting model.
All nodes in the blockchain retain a ledger that contains all transaction data, and update
it to maintain integrity if a new transaction is available. When a transaction occurs, all of
the participant nodes would verify it during the mining process which may cause long
latency according to the PoW mechanism. The higher the difficulty of the PoW mechanism,
the more secure the transaction data, and the greater the latency. Once the transaction is
verified and added to the blockchain, it will be stored in all nodes and cannot be tampered
unless the attacker can simultaneously control more than 51% of the nodes in the system.

Consequently, it is not always necessary for all nodes to store all of the transaction
records in the blockchain network. Actually, there is no need to set the same high level of
security for all categories of transaction data. For one transaction record, it is enough to
guarantee that it is stored by a sufficient number of nodes and it only needs to ensure that
each kind of transaction is at an acceptable security level. When a new transaction occurs,
only the associated nodes will verify and store the transaction record.

3. System Architecture
3.1. Architecture Overview

To address the above problem, we design an improved blockchain-based architecture.
Firstly, we introduce the main objects within the architecture that are described as follows.
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• Node: a device with storage in a blockchain. Each node contains several child nodes
(CNs), and it belongs to at least one vertex set.

• Miners: are devices used to calculate encryption block hash keys in the blockchain.
• Vertex set (VS): contains a number of CNs that are involved in different devices and

store the same category of transaction data. Each VS maintains a sub-blockchain.

Figure 2 shows an example of the proposed blockchain-based architecture. In Figure 2,
our blockchain network contains 7 devices (Node1 to Node7), 19 CNs (CN1 to CN19), 2 min-
ers (Miner1 and Miner2), and 2 local networks (LN1 and LN2). Moreover,we classify CNs
which record the same category of data to the same VS, and they are divided into five sets
(VS1 to VS5) that are represented as connected blocks of the same color. Here, a device can
be involved in two or more VSs at the same time. For example, Node4 belongs to VS1 and
also belongs to VS5. In addition, devices belonging to the same VSs may or may not be in
the same local network.

Node6Node5Node1
Node4Node3Node2 Node7

Miner1 Miner2

CN1

CN2

CN3

CN4

CN5

CN6

CN7

CN8

CN9

CN10

CN11

CN12

CN13

CN14

CN15

CN16

CN17

CN18

CN19

LN1 LN2

VS1

VS2

VS3 VS4

VS5

Figure 2. A classification-based blockchain decentralized architecture.

In the proposed architecture, a CN can only belong to one VS. The CNs in the same VS
must be synchronized in the storage process. In order to balance the storage distribution and
avoid the phenomenon that some CNs in the largest VS store too much data, we define the
maximum and minimum size of a VS as maxn, minn, respectively, where minn = maxn/4.
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3.2. The Data Structure of Nodes

Since a node in the blockchain must contain all transaction data related to the device,
it involves the categories of transaction data generated from both itself and other devices.
Meanwhile, the node must store the synchronized transaction data in different VSs. How-
ever, the original working mechanism of blockchain cannot reach the requirements due to
its structure. Therefore, we designed a data structure for each node.

As shown in Figure 3, the storage structure designed for each node includes three
parts: the blockchain-list, sub-blockchain, and relation vector. The blockchain-list involves
several indexes of sub-blockchains that store synchronous transaction data related to the
device, which means each VS maintains a sub-blockchain. Specifically, the total number of
indexes is equal to the number of categories of data associated with the device in the whole
blockchain. Each sub-blockchain is stored in the CNs of the device, and the data category
between sub-blockchains are different from each other. The relation vector is a vector that
records all the indexes of CNs related to this device, where rk represents the indexes of CNs
related to CNk.
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Figure 3. The data structure of nodes.
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4. Hierarchical PoW Mechanism

As far as we know, PoW is the most widely used consensus algorithm in the blockchain
which can effectively defend against various malicious attacks [17,22]. However, it is
overloaded for power-constrained IoT devices. We cannot eliminate PoW since it may
cause system vulnerabilities and threats. To address the above problem, we propose a
moderate-cost hierarchical PoW mechanism for such power-constrained IoT devices to
make the trade-off between efficiency and security.

In our architecture, we use small-scale private blockchain and each sub-blockchain
only records the same category of data. According to the security requirements, we define
that a data category has a security grade (SG), i.e., the SG of each data category must
be positively related to its security requirement and cannot be much higher to make the
IoT device overload. On the other hand, each CN also has the same security grade as a
data category. The difficulty of PoW is self-adaptive according to the SG of each CN. The
higher the SG, the longer it takes to run the PoW mechanism. Thus, this mechanism allows
the CNs that store the data category with low-security requirements to consume fewer
resources. However, letting the miners know the SG of the transaction data and run a PoW
of corresponding difficulty when a transaction is released is a key problem.

We built a blockchain between miners to record the mapping of all the categories of
data in the blockchain system to SGs that have been initialized. When a transaction occurs,
the source CN constructs a record that includes information such as timestamp, the index
of the category of transaction data, transaction content. The miners read the index from the
constructed records and obtain the security grade through the mapping. Then, they run
the PoW with corresponding difficulty for verification. If the transaction is verified to be
legal, the record is added to the current block of the sub-blockchain with the same index of
transaction data category.

When the current block in a sub-blockchain of a CN is full, according to the working
principle of blockchain, the data in the current full block, the hash value of previous block
and other information will be published to the whole sub-blockchain network. Miners
receive this data and competitively calculate the cryptographic hash value. Once a miner
settles down the puzzle, it will publish to the sub-blockchain for verification. If the verified
result is acceptable, the block will be encrypted and stored, otherwise, it will be discarded
and the above process will be repeated.

In addition to setting the security grade, the number of CNs in each VS must be
sufficient to reach the security requirements. To avoid the construction of a VS with only
a few CNs (e.g., some CNs are deleted from the blockchain), we designed a series of
algorithms to manage the process of node joining (i.e., connect to network) and deletion
(disconnection).

When a new node is connected to the network, each of its CNs is added to the VS
that contains its other associated CNs and stores the same data category. If there is no VS
associated with the new node in the network, its CNs will be randomly added to a VS
in which the stored data category is the same as the corresponding CNs. On the other
hand, if the number of CNs in a VS is greater than maxn, then the VS is split into two
sets, one of which has a number of minn CNs and the other is (maxn-minn). Specifically,
there is no association for CNs in these two VSs. Here we can assume that the number of
interconnected devices is less than minn since there are not many associated devices in
the context of the smart home. The process for node addition is shown in Algorithm 1. In
contrast, when a node is deleted from the network, i.e., disconnected from the network, it
may cause the number of CNs in a VS to be less than minn. At this time, we merge this VS
and the other VS whose number of child nodes does not exceed (maxn-minn). The process
of node deletion is given in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 1 Node Addition

1: for each CN in NewAddSet do
2: k← index(NewAddSet, CN)
3: if RelationVector[k] 6= null then
4: rk ← RelationVector[k]
5: else
6: rk ← random()
7: end if
8: j← index(VS, rk)
9: VS[j]← VS[j] ∪ CN

10: if size(VS[j]) > maxn then
11: split minn CNs in VS[j] to a new VS
12: end if
13: end for

Algorithm 2 Node Deletion

1: for each CN in deletedSet do
2: i← index(VS, CN)
3: VS[i]← VS[i]− CN
4: if size(VS[i]) < minn then
5: select VS[j] whose size < (maxn−minn)
6: VS[j]← VS[i] ∪VS[j]
7: end if
8: end for

5. Performance Evaluations

To evaluate the proposed architecture, in this paper, one real smart home scenario
(maxn = 5, the number of categories is 100) is conducted for emulation and verification.
Specifically, as shown in Figure 4, we designed a small testbed with the self-design IoT
devices (nodes) to emulate the scenario of the smart home. In our testbed, we used PCs
as miners and used Raspberry Pi Model 3B with 1 GB memory as a normal node which is
integrated with various physical sensors.

Figure 4. The IoT device.

For a given N IoT nodes in the network, we try to calculate the average storage of
each node and the running time of generating a certain amount of blocks. Furthermore,
we try to find the relationship among the maxn of VS, the average storage of each node,
and the security. Here we define the safety factor for security evaluation as the maximum
number of malicious CNs that the system can tolerate. In order to prove the advantage
of our classification-based blockchain architecture, we compare with original blockchain
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and hypergraph-based blockchain [27] on the performance of total used memory capacity
and running time of generating a certain amount of blocks, respectively. All the analysis is
verified under the average results of multiple experiments, since the evaluation may have
random factors.

5.1. Storage Used Analysis

Figure 5 shows the used memory comparison between three architectures in a real
smart home scenario. As shown in Figure 5, we can easily find each node in an original
blockchain architecture consumes more memory than that in the other two architectures.
This is because every node stores a copy of all records (all transaction data), and the used
memory capacity of the entire network is proportional to the number of categories of
data in each node. In contrast, our architecture and the hypergraph-based blockchain
architecture require much smaller storage consumption because both schemes use multiple
blockchains to store data. On the other hand, our architecture has almost the same result
as the hypergraph-based blockchain architecture in memory consumption but is a little
better in some scenarios. Specifically, the number of CNs in each VS which maintains a
sub-blockchain is limited in our architecture, thus the average storage of each node and the
transaction data for synchronization are also limited to a certain range. In our experiments,
it can save up to 90% of storage space when the network is large with many nodes/devices.
Thus, our scheme needs less storage through experiments analysis while comparing with
the same type of methods.
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Figure 5. The used memory comparison among three architectures in real smart home scenario.

5.2. Latency and Security Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the hierarchical PoW mechanism while
comparing it with the traditional PoW. Generally, the running time of PoW is a linear
positive correlation with the difficulty. Both the original and hypergraph-based blockchain
architecture use traditional PoW so that they can only set one kind of difficulty for all
data categories. In order to ensure safety, they have to set all categories of data to the
highest difficulty. However, our architecture with hierarchical PoW mechanism can set the
appropriate difficulty to each data category. As shown in Table 2, we compare the running
time of generating a certain amount of blocks among three architectures. The results reflect
the running time of ours is almost 50% less than other architectures, due to our proposed
hierarchical PoW mechanism. That means our scheme has less latency than the others.
Moreover, in our experimental test, the difficulty of each security grade is not high, and the
average block time of all security grades is only about 3 s.
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Table 2. Comparison of the running time of generating certain number of blocks among
three architectures.

Number of Blocks
Running Time(s)

Original Blockchain Hypergraph-Based Blockchain Classification-Based Blockchain

1 5.7 5.1 2.8
2 10.8 10.4 5.6
3 16.9 16.2 7.9
4 21.5 21.2 10.6
5 27.5 27.1 14.1
6 32.9 32.5 17.4
7 37.2 36.8 19.8
8 44.3 43.9 22.7

To further evaluate our safety performance, we conducted several attacks on the
system, tampering with data with malicious nodes to affect integrity. As shown in Figure 6,
in our experiment, both the safety factor and average storage of each node are proportional
to the maxn of a VS (i.e., the maximum number of participated devices in a sub-network).
Obviously, the security level is determined by the maximum size of the VS. The greater
the maxn of a VS is, the higher the security, and vice versa. In other words, the specific
number of participating devices determines the safety factor of the system. Since smart
homes usually contain dozens of devices, the systems have a high safety factor, and the
cost of hacking is quite high. Consequently, the safety factor can be improved by increasing
the number of participating devices depending on the specific scenarios. In summary, our
scheme has a good integrity performance.
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Figure 6. The relationship among the maxn of VS, the average storage of each node, and the security.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a classification-based blockchain architecture with hierar-
chical PoW mechanism in the smart home to address security challenges for resource-
constrained IoT. With the proposed scheme, the experimental results show that it decreases
risks to a certain degree, and reduces storage by almost 90%. Meanwhile, our moderate-cost
hierarchical PoW mechanism balances the security and performance to an acceptable level
so that it can reduce the running time by almost 50%.

As we know, the PoW-based mechanism always needs to consume a lot of device
resources for the blockchain calculation. Although we use a moderate-cost strategy to
reduce the resource consumption in our proposed architecture, unfortunately, the efficiency
of the system is still not enough. Consequently, our next work will focus on further
improving the efficiency of the system. The possible research direction may use a more
lightweight approach to replace the PoW-based scheme.
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